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Abstract: The collective multipole moment operators &“’ are constructed within the generator coordinate 
method (GCM) in gaussian overlap approximation (GOA). BCS wave functions are used as the 
generator functions. The Nilsson single-particle plus pairing hamiltonian is employed in this paper. 
When constructing the collective hamiltonian, the potential energies are evaluated by the Strutinsky 
shell correction method and the mass parameters are obtained by the GCMf GOA or the cranking 
model. 
The kinetic and zero-point corrections to &” are found not to influence the mean values of 
the multipole moments by more than 1%. The GCM multipole moments are in good agreement 
with experimental data. 
1. Introduction 
The theoretical electric multipole, especially quadrupole, moments of nuclei were 
usually too small in comparison with the experimental data [e.g. ref. ‘)I. These 
calculations were based on the assumption that a nucleus has a definite equilibrium 
deformation corresponding to the minimum of its potential energy. 
In macroscopic models, the multipole moments are usually obtained from the 
charge density assuming a uniform or a Fermi function, integrated at the equilib~um 
point in deformation space. In a microscopic formulation one obtains the mean 
values of the multipole moment operators between the many-body wave functions, 
usually BCS functions, also at the equilibrium point. 
In such calculations the dynamical vibrations of the nuclear surface are not taken 
into account. 
In ref. “) an approximate estimate of the dynamical effects was proposed based 
on the Born-Oppenheimer assumption. First the expectation values of the multipole 
moment operators are calculated on a wide grid of deformation points. Then a 
folding is performed over the collective deformation variables with the square of 
the collective wave function, which is obtained by diagonalizing the collective 
hamiltonian. The latter is built with cranking mass parameters and a Strutinsky type 
potential energy surface. That rough method gives promising results improving the 
quadrupole moments by about 3% towards expe~mental data. The d~ami~al 
effects ‘*‘) are especially large when calculating the potentials with the so-called 
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simple consistency condition ‘). This ensures the agreement between the single- 
particle and liquid-drop shapes in the Strutinsky method 4), because in this case the 
potential energy surface is flatter around the minimum. 
Nevertheless, a more complete and rigorous theory including the kinetic and 
zero-point corrections to the collective multipole moment operators seems necessary. 
One convenient dynamical theory which gives such corrections is the generator 
coordinate method (GCM) with the gaussian approximation (GOA) for the overlap 
of generating functions ‘). 
In ref. “) the multidimensional collective hamiltonian was derived within the GCM 
in the extended GOA. In the framework of this formalism not only the hamiltonian 
but also every hermitian operator, acting in the space of the single-particle coordin- 
ates, can be projected into the collective subspace {a}. We have used this method 
to construct the collective multipole moment operators in sect. 2 of this paper. In 
sect. 3 the parameters of the calculation for the lighter even-even rare earth nuclei 
are described and the results for their multipole moments are discussed. 
2. Derivation of the collective multipole moment operators 
The monopole, quadrupole and hexadecapole moment operators acting in the 
single-particle space of nucleon coordinates {r, f3, q} are defined, respectively, by 
&=r*, Q2 = 2r2P2(cos 0) , o4 = 2r4P4(cos 0) , (1) 
where PA are the Legendre polynomials. We are starting from a set of many-body 
wave functions la), depending on the single particle coordinates x and parametrically 
on the collective deformation parameters {a}: la) = Ix; a). From now on set {a} is 
denoted as the generator function. Now we can build the approximate collective 
wave function 
)$4x)> = limf(o)14 da. (2) 
-cm 
The weights f(u) are obtained here in the extended gaussian approximation (GOA) 
of the generator function overlap (ala’) [ref. “)I. The average value of the multipole 
moment in the state I$) is then 
($I&) = I’m j-+mf*(u) ‘“f$u!p? (uld)f(u’) da da’. 
--m -co 
(3) 
The overlap (a la’) carries the main dependence on the deformation difference a - a’ 
while the reduced overlap function 
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can be expanded in a Taylor series around the deformation point $(a+~‘). After 
calculating the expansion coefficients and assuming that the overlap can be trans- 
formed into a Gauss function 7), we get the average value of the multipole moments 
in the collective state as 
The functions @(a) are the eigenfunctions of the collective hamiltonian &~,l,; {y} 
is the width tensor of the generator function overlap 
(6) 
The collective multipole moment operator contains kinetic and potential terms 
&%Q;+&, 07 
where 
The “multipole inertias” {“A} are 
Here {F”} are the Christoffel symbols 
(9) 
The kq: and qi are the following matrix elements of ?i?, taken between the derivatives 
of the generator functions: 
(11) 
(12) 
The potential term Q’: of QY” consists of the mean value of QA evaluated between 
generator functions and the so-called zero-point correction Q 
0: =(+%l+B, (131 
where 
Q s;y;’ iq; , (14) 
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In our calculations the deformation dependent BCS functions are taken as 
generator functions 
I4 = II (% + %&:)lo), (15) 
V>O 
where 1~) are the sing’te particle states and c: the particle creation operators. The 
generator function corresponds to the mean-field hamiltonian, taken to be of Nilsson 
type here, with the residual pairing interaction strength G: 
fi= 1 E,a:ar,+ C Ze,v~--AZ/G-G C v”,. (16) 
V>O V>O V=-0 
Here cuz((u,) are the usual BCS quasiparticle creation (annihilation) operators, 
E, = J( e, -A )’ + A* the quasiparticle energies, and e, the single-particle (Nilsson) 
levels. The Fermi surface A, energy gap A and occupation factors tl,, v, obey the 
usual set of BCS equations. Using first-order perturbation theory, one gets for 
&z)/&z, the expression 
(17) 
where the matrix {pi} is defined by 
Using this formula and applying the Bogolubov transformation to the operators ,jh 
(l), one gets the explicit form of eqs. (6), (ll), (12): 
‘ykr = ,F>, (~k)~~(~~~~~, (18) 
, 
(1% 
(20) 
To get the mean values of the multipole moment operators (5), we need good 
collective wave functions @(a). The collective hamiltonian is constructed in the 
following way. We calculate the nuclear potential energy as a function of the 
deformation parameters using the Strutinsky prescription “). Then the mass para- 
meters GCMB are obtained in the GCM from the formula 
where 
(22) 
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For comparison, we calculate also the cranking mass parameters “‘B to get the 
dynamical multipole moments as in refs. 2*3): 
(crg)u =2 .,C,, (Pi)$tEp + &I-‘(fi)vp * (23) 
3. Results 
The calculation is performed in the lighter region of even-even rare-earth nuclei. 
The quadrupole (a, = E) and hexadecapole (ua = EJ deformations are used as the 
generator variables. The A - 165 set of the Nilsson potential parameters is taken 
from [ref. ‘)I. The pairing force strength is GN2’3 =0.29hw0 [ref. “)I and 2J15X 
levels are included in the BCS sum equations. (X = Z(N) when protons (neutrons) 
are discussed.) The microscopic calculations are performed on the deformation grid 
E = -0.2 (0.05) 0.4, K,= -0.12 (0.04) 0.16. Eight major shells for protons and nine 
for neutrons are taken when diagonalizing the Nilsson single particle hamiltonian. 
The coupling between the shells through the hexadecapole term is included. The 
Strutinsky smearing parameter is y = 1 hwO [ref. “)I. The macroscopic part of the 
potential energy is assumed to be the liquid drop energy. Results obtained with the 
droplet model energy differ only slightly from the ones presented here. 
In fig. 1 we show a typical map (for 166Er) of the potential energy surface V in 
the rare-earth region of nuclei. The deformation parameters are E and E.,. The 
deformation energy for 166Er is about 8 MeV, the equilibrium point, denoted by a 
cross is situated at .s = 0.264, E,+ = 0.014. Up to now, the theoretical multipole moments 
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Fig. 1. The potential energy surface V on the E, e4 plane of ‘66Er. The points of equal energy signed in 
MeV are joined by solid lines. A cross corresponds to the equilibrium point. 
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have been calculated only at this point. We improve and complete the study by 
using the whole two-dimensional function V(E, EJ as the collective potential. 
In fig. 2 we see the behaviour of the monopole moment Q0 = (a~r2~a) of 166Er as 
function of the E, sq deformations. Q,, depends mainly on E. At the equilibrium 
point it is equal to 18.92 b. 
0.08 
-0.08 
-0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 E 
Fig. 2. The charge monopole moments QO( E, Q) of the ‘66Er. 
The quadrupole moment Q2 = (QI&) of 166Er is shown in fig. 3. It has also a 
weak dependence on .s4. Its equilibrium value is 7.2 b. 
The hexadecapole moment Q4 = (alQ41a) depends stronger on ~~ and is equal to 
0.49 b2 at the equilibrium point as can be seen in fig. 4 for ‘66Er. 
The two-dimensional functions QA ( E, Ed) have been used to calculate the dynami- 
cal moments in refs. 2S5). I n our calculation they consititute the main part of the 
potential multipole moment operator (13) and are improved by the zero-point 
corrections illustrated for ‘M Er in figs. 5 and 6. These corrections are small. They 
oscillate around zero with an amplitude of the order of 0.25 b for & (fig. 5) and 
0.125 b* for i4 (fig. 6). We find that the zero-point corrections (12) thus do not 
influence the multipole moments by more than 1% . 
To get the collective multipole operators and inertias, or the mass parameters, 
we need also the overlap width {y} (6), (18). It is illustrated for 166Er in figs. 7-9. 
In fig. 7, yeZ for 166Er is drawn. It oscillates around 220h2 and depends strongly 
on both E and .54 deformations. 
The Yang values, shown in fig. 8, are smaller and oscillate around 0 with an 
amplitude of about 90h* for ‘66Er which is smaller than yEF and depends more 
weakly on Ed. 
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Fig. 3. The electric quadrupole moments Q(E, Q) of the ‘@Er. 
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Fig. 4. The electric hexadecapole moments QJE, Q) of ld6Er. 
All the { y} elements are contained in the denominators of the inversed multipole 
inertias {,U-‘} and put them rapidly to 0. 
The map of Ai, is drawn for 166Er in fig. 10. For all E, .s4 points it is at order of 
magnitude low5 b. Similar results are obtained from the Mii4 and M&t:,,. All the 
elements depend rather weakly on the deformation. As their derivatives occurring 
Et 
0.16 
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Fig. 5. The zero-point correction &(E, Ed) to the potential quadrupole moment operator of ItiEr. 
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Fig. 6. The zero-point correction &(.c, EJ to the potential hexadecapole moment operator of ‘%Er. 
in 6: (8) are small, the kinetic part of the multipole moment operators practically 
vanishes. This means that the largest influence of the dynamical effects is coming 
from the collective wave function by the collective hamiltonian. In refs. 2*3) it was 
built from cranking mass parameters {“B}; we use {BGCM} (21) here. 
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Fig. 7. The overlap width y,,(&, E.,) of ls6Er. 
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Fig, 8. The overlap width y,,(e, Q) of ‘*Er. 
In fig. 11 a map of B”’ (23) for 166Er is shown. We can compare it with the BGCM 
drawn for 166Er in fig. 12. The dependence on the deformation is weaker here and 
B GCM are on the average smaller by 30% than B”‘. 
The nondiagonal parameters BzzM of 166Er, drawn in fig. 13, oscillate around 0. 
In fig. 14 the parameters BEaM are shown. 
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Fig. 9. The overlap with y_(c, EJ of ‘66Er. 
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Fig. 10. The inversed multipole moment inertia M;:(E, EJ of ‘@Er. 
All the maps 5-14 show a sharp increase of the illustrated functions for large 
deformations because the potential energy of 166Er (fig. 1) is also very steep there. 
The collective wave functions obtained by the digonalization of the collective 
hamiltonian with cranking (fig. 15) and GCM (fig. 16) mass parameters for lWEr 
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Fig. 11. The cranking mass parameter B~(E, e4) of le6Er. 
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Fig. 12. The GCM mass parameter BzscM(c, cd) of ‘66Er. 
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do not differ very much from each other. The BGCM (fig. 16) is flatter in both E and 
.q directions, so that the dynamical effects should be larger in this case. 
Nevertheless we observe that the main influence of the dynamics is on the potential 
part of the multipole moment operators (a16 1 > A a , even without the zero-point 
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Fig. 13. The GCM mass parameter Bz’f”(c, .Q) of ‘=Er. 
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Fig. 14. The GCM mass parameter BzydM(c, EJ of ‘%Er. 
0.4 E 
corrections Q. The multipole moments calculated only with this term 
(24) 
do not differ more than 1% from those obtained by formula (5). It means that the 
main advantage of applying the GCM to the calculation of multipole moments 
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Fig. 15. The collective wave function Wr(e, e4) of ‘-Er calculated with the cranking mass parameters. 
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16. The collective wave function @E:y of ‘@E r calculated with the GCM mass parameters. 
comes through the collective wave functions obtained from the collective hamiltonian 
with GCM mass parameters. 
The final multipole moments of the lighter even-even rare-earth nuclei are drawn 
in figs. 17-19. 
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In fig. 17 we can see the variation of the mean square charge radius 
S(~‘)N-~,N = (r’)N,Z -(~2)~-2,~ (25) 
as function of the neutron number N for several p+rs of rare-earth nuclear isotopes. 
The theoretical results are compared with the experimental data taken from ref. lo) 
(crosses) and 11) (squares). For the lighter Nd-Sm nuclei the results for N = 90 are 
well reproduced. For heavier Dy-Hf nuclei, a systematic error of about 1 fm2 occurs. 
The quadrupole moments are shown in fig. 18. The experimental data (crosses) 
taken from refs. 12-14) g a ree well (to 3%) with the theoretical results. Nevertheless 
the agreement is not much better than in ref. ‘). We would like to stress that in our 
calculation no other effects like renormalization of the liquid drop or potential 
energy are included, because only the dynamical corrections of GCM are of interest 
for us. 
The hexadecapole moments of rare-earth nuclei are drawn in fig. 19. The experi- 
mental data (crosses) are taken from refs. 12*14). The discrepancies are sometimes 
larger than experimental errors (to 30%). 
The comparison between the experimental data and our theoretical results 
demands some more explanation. Usually the weighted average values from various 
experiments are treated as being the proper results r2,14). Most of the data are taken 
from the reduced transition probabilities B(EA) between the ground state bands 
0.0 Nd 
I I I I I I I I I 
88 92 96 100 104 N 88 92 96 100 104 N 
Fig. 17. The variations of the charge mean square radius a(?) for pairs of rare-earth nuclear isotopes 
as functions of the neutron number N. The crosses denote experimental data from ref. lo), the squares 
the ones from ref. I’). 
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Fig. 18. The quadrupole electric moments of the light rare-earth even-even nuclei. The crosses denote 
experimental data ‘zP’3). 
_11111111111^11111_U_ _I_III 
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N 
Fig. 19. The hexadecapole electric moments of the light rare-earth even-even nuclei. The crosses denote 
experimental data ‘2*‘4). 
(K =0) [ref. “)I. The probabilities B(EA) are connected with the moments Qh by 
the simple relation 
2A+l 
B(EA, h+-+O+) =- 
16~ 
0: , (26) 
which can be derived within the rotational model of a nucleus. A better, model- 
independent, information about the multipole moments is given by the sum of 
transition probabilities from the various A+ states to the O+ ground state. We are 
thankful to Dr. J. Srebrny and G. Rohoziriski for turning our attention to this 
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problem. Then we get 
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= i, (O+IJ@(EA, P.)A(EA, dlO+> 
= J e ,iiA (o+lQ:wo*,lo+), (27) 
where M(EA, p) is the electric multipole transition operator. In such a case the & 
operator rather than & should be projected onto the collective subspace. However, 
in order to apply the formula (27) one needs experimental information about the 
transition A++ O+ for all the excited states A+, which is difficult to measure. Neverthe- 
less, a weighted average of experimental Qh values, containing the mixture of various 
measurements can be compared with the results of our theory, where Gh is projected 
onto the collective subspace. 
We expect that the application of the QCM + GOA to the calculation of multipole 
moments can bring larger effects if a self-consistent mean field derived from a 
nucleon-nucleon force is used instead of the phenomenological Nilsson potential. 
The zero-point corrections to (uJHIu) then do not vanish, therefore changing the 
collective wave function. The dynamical effects would be also larger for lighter 
deformed nuclei than rare-earth nuclei with flatter potential energies around the 
equilibrium points. 
Nevertheless we have proved that the method of calculation proposed in ref. ‘) 
is quite sufficient to estimate the dynamical effects in electric multipole moments. 
4. Conclusions 
The following conclusions can be drawn from our investigations. 
1. The collective multipole moment operators obtained within GCM + GOA con- 
sist of the kinetic 6: and the potential & term with the zero-point vibrational 
correction Q. 
2. The kinetic 6: and zero-point & terms give not more than 1% corrections to 
the multipole moments. 
3. The main part of the multipole moment operator Q$” is (al&la) and its average 
value evaluated with the collective wave functions is sufficient to calculate the 
multipole moments of nuclei. 
4. The collective wave functions obtained with the GCM mass parameters give 
multipole moments which are 1% larger than those with cranking mass parameters. 
5. The variations of the mean squared charge radius of rare-earth nuclear isotopes 
obtained from the GCM + GOA method are about 1 fm larger than the experimental 
data. 
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6. The electric quadrupole moments of rare-earth nuclei calculated by the GCM 
method are up to 5% smaller than the experimental data, for HF isotopes they 
become 2% larger. 
7. The electric hexadecapole moments of rare-earth nuclei obtained with the 
GCM method differ up to 30% from the experimental data. 
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